Senator Lincoln: Whose Side Are You On?
New Analysis Shows Senator Lincoln Has Taken $717,882 from Special Interests Opposed to Real
Health Care Reform
An analysis of campaign contributions shows that Senator Lincoln has taken $717,882 from insurance
and HMO interests during her career.1 In fact, in 2009, Senator Lincoln ranks 9th among all senators in
the amount of campaign contributions received from insurance interests.2
These same special interests are spending nearly $5 million per week fighting against health care reform,3
and one of their top targets is the public health insurance option—the heart of real reform that will be
crucial to lowering rising health care costs and expanding high-quality, affordable coverage to more
Americans.
For example, the health insurance trade group, America’s Health Insurance Plans, which is one of the top
organizations putting resources into the health care debate, has made clear that they are opposed to the
creation of a public health insurance option.4
In public statements and votes, Senator Lincoln has been unclear what her position is on the public health
insurance option. Recently, she voted twice against the public health insurance option, and appears to be
siding with insurance and HMO interests over the American public. A recent poll shows that 77% of
Americans want the choice of a public option in health care reform, 5 and in Arkansas, 55% of people
support the public option.6
Whose side is Senator Lincoln on? Big insurance and health interests, or the American public and her
constituents?
Senator Lincoln has received over $717,000 from insurance and health interests in her career:

1

•

According to federal campaign records, Senator Lincoln has received $717,882 in campaign
contributions from insurance and HMO interests during her career.7

•

To date in 2009, Senator Lincoln ranked 9th among all senators in receiving contributions from
insurance interests and 4th among all senators in receiving contributions from HMO interests.8 In
addition, over her career, Senator Lincoln ranks 14th among all senators in receiving contributions
from HMO interests.9
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Senator Lincoln recently voted twice against the public health insurance option:

•

On September 29th, Senator Lincoln voted against two amendments in the Senate Finance
Committee that would have added a public health insurance option to that committee’s health care
legislation.10

Senator Lincoln has made statements that are critical of the public health insurance option:
•

Senator Lincoln has said, “I would not support a solely government-funded public option. We can’t
afford that.”11

•

In her statement before the Senate Finance Committee voted public option amendments, she said,
“We can achieve these goals, stabilize the cost of coverage for Arkansans who have health
insurance, and expand coverage to the uninsured and underinsured without creating a purely public,
new government program, which most Arkansans do not support.”12

The public health insurance option is key to real health care reform—it’s the best way to keep insurance
companies honest, and crucial to lowering the out-of-control cost of health insurance. In addition, it’s
critical to expanding affordable, quality health care to more Americans, and ensuring a range of health
insurance choices are available to individuals, small businesses, and families.
As several leading experts and lawmakers have said:
“A public option must be created to provide true choice to consumers or reform will fail to truly fix the
root of the severe problems that have been caused in large part by the greedy demands of Wall Street.” –
Wendell Potter, former CIGNA Vice President of Corporate Communications13
“…a public plan will accomplish many of our most important goals…It will force many insurers that have
been shielded and protected from competition for far too long to compete with a plan that provides
comprehensive care at an affordable rate. It will, most importantly, give all Americans a choice.” –Senator
Charles Schumer (D-NY)14
"Our job is to protect the American people, not protect insurance company profits. The American people
have asked for real solutions that protect their families and their economic security—a public option does
just that." –Senator Jay Rockefeller (D-WV)15

Public support for a public health insurance option has been strong through the health care debate: a
recent poll found 77% of Americans want the choice of a public option with health care reform.16
It is clear that regular Americans want a strong public option, and that its creation makes sense to
ensure real and needed reform of our current system. But with insurance and HMO interests working
to undermine real reform and opposing the public option, Senator Lincoln’s position on the public
option begs the question: “Whose side are you on?”
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